
DEALER INQUIRIES - WELCOME FOR FIRST TIME .•. EVERII
APPLY FOR YOUR TERRITORY NOW.

J P CARLTON CO INVENTOR CARLTON STUMP ROUTER
• • • 7060 HOWARD STREET - SPARTANBURG, S.c. 29301

FST.1BUSIII:D 1\ 1<)5~' TELEPHONE 803/583-6700

~~ MODEL 1800
Stump Router

Special- $2995.00
STANDARD FEATURES OF THE 1800:
• 18 HP twin cylinder magnum Kohler motor
• 5/S" thick cutter wheel
• 2 1-7/16" piller block bearing and 1-7/16" cutter

wheel shaft
• Large 4.2 gallon metal gas tank
• Electric start
• Fingertip control panel
• Belt engage and disengage-not a slipping clutch
• Belt adjustment with easy-to-tighten belt after

stretching
• Steel brake locks wheel when grinding stump

(machine also backs up on stump to proper cutting
setting)

• 4.8 tire and hubs with bearing
• Cutter wheel is easily removable from machine to

enable user to change wheels, reducing downtime
due to dull teeth.

• Cutter runs off of 3B belts for more power.
This small, manually-propelled machine is built to last.
Like our large machines, it features the same bearing, pull-
ing, belt slide and shafts, etc.

STUMP ROUTER
2300 & 3000

• Self-Propelled
• Removes 10" stumps in less than two minutes!
• Easy one-man operation
• Fits in back of 6 ft. Pickup Truck!

DIMENSIONS:
Front cutter wheel guard to back of wheel 65"
Front cutter wheel to front of wheel 43"
Outside wheel to outside wheel 41"
Outside wheel to outside wheel brake 46"
Total Length 126"
Cutter wheel offset brake

WEIGHT: Approximate 1000 lb.

18 HP
23 HP
30 HP

$2,995.00
$5,535.00
$6,735.00

Carbide Teeth

$19.95
special carbide wheel

sharpen your own teeth

SPECIAL -$2.25 Each

MODEL 2300 FEATURES:
• Powered by a-23 HP Kohler Engine operating at up to 3600 RPM
• Propulsion thru two Hydraulic Motors coupled with Sunstrand 15 Pump
• Cutter Wheel is belt driven direct from engine with Multi Band belt
• Free Wheel Valve for wheels
• Cutter Wheel has six carbide teeth-easy to remove to sharpen or replace
• Electric Start
• Height-Adjustable Handlebars

MODEL 3000 FEATURES:
• Powered by a 30 HP Wisconsin Engine operating up to 2800 RPM
• Same features as the Model 2300
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The new Clinton soccer park was inaugurated Sept. 13, 1986. Nearly 300 children play on the
seven fields every weekend.

Soccer Park
continued from page 20

existed for years before the community start-
ed to notice there was another sport in town
beside football and baseball. With the open-
ing of the new soccer park this fall, every-
body in town is beginning to take part. It's
a real community thing now."

Jammie Holland, president of the club,
receives much of the credit for generating
the excitement over soccer in Clinton. Like
many parents, he got involved because, as
a bystander, he couldn't stand to see his
kids lose. "I just decided one year to coach
a team to see if I could get the kids to play
real soccer. You have to understand, every-
one is a volunteer, from the referees to the
grounds crew. It's a lot of work for a coach
to teach kids their positions and pass the
ball around."

Holland never played organized soccer.
Like everyone else in Clinton, he played foot-
ball and baseball. "During a football game
in junior high, I got hit hard and was sore
for weeks," he recalls. "I just wasn't big
enough to take the punishment that's part
of football. Looking back on those days now,
I wish I had played soccer instead. Some-

continued on page 24

PUMP START RELAY
Model PSR 24V/2H.P.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Relay:

Coil 9.5 VA, 24 VAC, 60 Hz
Double Pole
Input 120/240 VAC
30 Amps
2 Horse Power
Input/Output are

interchangeable

Cabinet - Plastic:
-Flame Retardant KGS
-8112" Wide X 5112" High

X 41/2" Deep
-Shipping weight 4 Ibs.

Weight:
4lbs.

P.O. BOX 2276 - 171 SHORT BEACH ROAD
- SHORT BEACH, CT 06405, U.S./\,;- (203) 488-2578

CALIFORNIA'S
SPORTSTURF
SEED COMPANY

.. STOVER SEEDlUI COMPANY
1415 E. 6th St. • BOX 21488

LOS ANGELES, CA 90021 (213) 626-9668
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• Offers a wide range of turfgrass, flower,
native, legume and reclamation grass
seeds.

• Has nine experienced salespeople
ready to help tackle your problems.

• Custom blends and packages to your
specifications.

• Has its own fleet of trucks to assure
prompt delivery.

• Has been serving California since 1922.



The Lasco
Full-Circle
Swing Joint.

It puts an end to leaks.
You know the problem. Adjusting a field-assembled swing

joint to grade invites leakage that can swamp a landscape.
Especially with valve-in-head sprinklers. Over-torquing joints,
to "make sure," can produce split fittings and worse flooding.

Lasco solves the problem with elastomer a-rings that let
you make adjustments without making leaks. And with
special threads that just can't be over-torqued to the split-
ting point. No sealants needed.

The Full-Gircle Swing Joint comes pre-packaged in I", 1~"
and 11/2" sizes. Add a pipe length and a nipple for the head

and you're ready to go.
Three full-circle adjustments put the head exactly

where it's needed.
Ask your distributor for the details.

Or write: Lasco, Anaheim, CA 92806

LRS&D
the strongest link

Warehouses in:
California, Florida, Maryland,
Texas, Colorado, Illinois,
Tennessee, Washington
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Soccer Park
continued from page 22

one who is coordinated and fast can be a
star in soccer without being 225 pounds and
over six feet tall."

Since the club plays both a fall and spring
season, kids playing football and baseball
can also play soccer to maintain their en-
durance, to work on their agility and to de-
velop team skills. "That doesn't mean that
the football and baseball stars are stars in
soccer too," says Holland. "It's one sport
where the smaller kids can beat the big kids."

Until this fall, Clinton's teams played on
an unimproved "cow pasture" loaned to the
club by the Clinton Public Schools. "It was
rough and had more weeds than grass,"
says Holland. The school told the club it
could use the land for three years, but then
they wanted it back.

"Nobody was going to spend much money
on fields that had no future," Holland ad-
mits. "We did what we could within reason.
In a way, the fields made the kids tough.
Since they were used to controlling the ball
on bumpy, uneven fields, they were great
when we played teams on nice, smooth
fields. You can imagine what visiting teams
thought of our fields. One season, two of
our teams made it to the district finals. We

"Our soccer teams
were starting to get
somewhere, but we
only had the fields

for two more years."

were starting to get somewhere, but we only
had the fields for two more years."

That year, Holland was elected president
of the club. It became his job to find new
fields - and fast. As a service representa-
tive for Pitney Bowes, Holland knew a few
of the members of city council from servicing
their postal meters. "One night after a council
meeting I spoke to the council and city
manager James Luckett about our problem
and inquired about any city land that could
be used as a site for soccer fields."

A few council members had seen the
crowds at the district soccer finals in near-
by Weatherford. "The idea occurred to us,"
said Luckett's assistant Johnson, "that if we
built a facility to host the district soccer fi-
nals, we could attract hundreds of visitors
to Clinton-who would eat at our restaur-
ants, buy our gasoline and maybe stay at
our hotels."

Holland reinforced this idea by finding out
that the district would hold every third playoff
at Clinton - if it had a new facility.

After further discussion, a 20 acre site
near the Clinton Airport was mentioned as
a possibility. "That afternoon, I drove out
to the airport for a close look, made a few
notes, and spent the next two days sketching
out a design at my kitchen table." The soccer
park would have seven fields in a stair-
stepped design for good spectator viewing.
It included small fields for the kids under
ten and regulation fields for the older kids.
Holland showed the design to the council
and they gave Luckett the go-ahead to do
an engineering study.

Holland had kept the Booster Club in-
formed of negotiations with the city. When
the city showed interest, the club quickly
offered to finance as much as it could and
to take care of all scheduling and opera-

CONVERT YOUR PICKUP INTO A DUMPTRUCK
- NO HYDRAULICS!

• Easy installation- just fasten six bolts and it's in

• Steel bed rolls on jam-proof tracking system

• Complete unit fits inside existing bed and is closed in by
tailgate

• Available in 6 and 8 foot units for full size American pickups
and a 7 foot unit for compact and imported trucks

• Controlled dumping action in BOTH directions ensures safe,
efficient operation

II!iIIJII
BY

McKEE ENTERPRISES, INC.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

NO. CALIFORNIA SO. CALIFORNIA
P.O. BOX 865 1025 VAN DYKE DRIVE

GLEN ELLEN, CA 95442 LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651
(707) 938-0349 (714) 494-4689

Dealerships available in select areas.
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Adjustable Temperatures to 6500 c.

LEISTER GHIBLI
REPAIR, WELD, MODIFY
PLASTICS .

The Ghibli HOt Air can also be used for
soldering, de-soldering, body leading,

~

shrinking, drying, heating, de-icing .

brian r. white company, inc....- . _ ...._--_ .......----_ ...

Call or write for
brochure 38S t

• Light weight
• Heavy Duty
• Double Insulated
• Hand Held
• Adjustable

Temperatures
• 11 Oor 220 Volt
• Attachment Nozzles

Available

Distributors'
inquiries invited.

313 henry station road
ukiah, california 95482
(707) 462-9795
eatontown, nj (201) 544-1212
akron, oh (216) 253-4044
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tions of the fields. The council approved $30,000 for the project.
The soil on the site was rich clay loam since the area had previ-

ously been cultivated farmland. The fields were graded and per-
forated drainage lines were installed on both sides of each field
and backfilled with gravel to the surface. "Each field is four feet
higher than the next field," says Roberts. "With drain lines be-
tween the fields, the moisture level in each field can be different.

Water was a definite concern. There was one well on the site
which had to meet the needs of the irrigation system, as well
as drinking fountains and future water needs. The city did not
want the added expense of major changes to the well or exist-
ing water main.

"When the job was published in the Dodge Report (a construction
newsletter published by McGraw Hill)," says Johnson, "we got
a call from Don Cotten of Submatic Irrigation Systems in Lub-
bock, TX. He raised some good points about irrigating the fields.
His product, a subsurface irrigation system, is popular around
town for landscaping. Surprisingly, not a single company called
us about a conventional surface irrigation system for the job."

Cotten's proposal was to have city crews install a network of
Dripline hoses eight inches deep across each field. The hoses
have built-in drip emitters every 24 inches. Each emitter releases
one-half gallon of water per hour at 20 PSI. The hoses were in-
stalled with a vibratory pipe puller in rows 36 inches apart. With
each emitter covering an area of six square inches, a little over
a tenth of an inch of water can be added to the soil per hour.

This design is intended for heavy soils like those at the Clin-
ton park. The emitters should be closer together and not as deep
for lighter or sandy soils.

A pump, filter system and valves could be installed without
major changes to the well or existing main line. The system would
allow the fields to be irrigated individually or in groups. The low
pressure (30 psi) and volume of water needed for the system
was well within the capacity of the water supply.

Holland, Luckett and Roberts liked the idea since they could
irrigate the fields during day games, avoid any water loss to evapo-
ration, and keep water levels in the fields separate. They also
didn't have the staff to keep a close eye on sprinkler heads for
proper operation.

The primary concern with subsurface drip systems is clogging
of the emitters. To prevent such clogging Submatic developed
a one-piece enclosed turbulent flow emitter with built-in strain-
er. It is made of the same polyethylene as the tubing to which
it is permanently welded. Water pressure in the lines needs to
be 30 psi or greater to create a small void in the soil around each
emitter to help prevent particles from being sucked in by nega-
tive pressure when the system is shut off. Water from the source
should also be filtered to remove particles that might be sus-
pended in it.

Sub-surface drip systems need to be purged regularly with
a diluted solution of hydrochloric acid (1 part acid to 100 parts
water). The weak acid cleans out any organic materials (such
as algae) that may become lodged in the emitters. Twice a sea-
son is the recommendation, especially following long periods
where the system has not been used. "During long periods without
irrigation, the roots seek moisture anywhere in the rootzone,"
says Cotten. "As a result, small root hairs can grow into the emitters.
The weak acid solution will purge any root hairs as well as any
salts that accumulate in the line." Oklahoma soil is alkaline, so
the mild acid solution also serves to improve soil pH.

Also, there is the problem of knowing when enough water has
been applied. Man basically believes what he sees, and if he

continued on page 38
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CHALKBOARD

Deep Cultivation Restores
Infiltration and Aeration
By Tom Mascaro

As a turf consultant in Miami, FL, and one
of the inventors of the turf aerifier, I peri-
odically receive phone calls from Dale San-
din, grounds manager for the Orange Bowl.
During one of our conversations, Sandin
asked, "How far apart would you suggest
we drill holes in the turf?" The water infiltra-
tion rate of the Orange Bowl field had
dropped from seven inches per hour to less
than one and one-half. The problem was
compaction in the top six inches of the field.

In my opinion, the P.A.T. System field in
the Orange Bowl is certainly one of the best
systems for intensive-use sports fields. Brie-
fly, the P.A.T. System, developed by Dr. Wil-
liam Daniel, professor emeritus from Pur-
due University, is a lined reservoir the size
of the field. It has two or three vacuum
pumps connected to a drainage system. The
entire reservoir is filled with sand, with a
small percentage of soil and peat mixed into

...
TIPS FROM THE PROS

The Verti-Groove cuts and removes narrow, six-inch-deep slices of soil. These slices are re-
moved or broken up with a drag.

26 sports TURF Circle 112 on Reader Service Card

llnfUP
WITH THE PRO
Rugged Jiffy Line Stripers are proven

durable and easy to use. Model 5000
is "all pro" on fields and pavement.

• 2 HP B&S; 40 psi compressor.
• 7 gal. paint tank with large opening for

easy filling and cleaning.
• Adjustable line width to 5".
• Large pneumatic rear tires roll smooth.
• Full safety features. Low-maintenance

construction.
• Full one-year warranty. Same-day parts

shipment.

For a free
brochure, .~
tntorrnctlorf' ,
or to order,
call:
(608) 849·4770,
849-5166.

Laurie Carlson and Associates, Ltd.
P.O. Box 35, Waunakee, WI 53597
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the top six inches. It is then seeded, sprigged
or sodded.

The Orange Bowl and its P.A.T. system
have worked flawlessly for more than ten
years, being used for more than 30 events
per year, ranging from rock concerts to trac-
tor pulls to the Orange Bowl game. (See
story in September sportsTURF.

The reason Dale wanted to drill holes in
the turf was to try to improve water filtra-
tion and aeration. His surface aerators were
not doing the job deeply enough. In fact,
research has indicated that aerator tines
can actually cause compaction at the bot-
tom of the core holes if the coring depth
is always kept the same. Regular aeration
is part of Dale's maintenance program since
its benefits clearly outweigh any potential
compaction problems.

Roots grow prolifically in the peat and top-
soil mixed into the top six inches of sand.
However, roots die off and are replaced by
new ones. In soils saturated with water, old
roots do not decompose properly. Instead,
they accumulate and act like a sponge. Com-
pacted subsurface soil layers that reduce
drainage set up a chain reaction that be-
comes progressively worse. This root-bound
condition also occurs on many "sand on-
ly" golf greens.

I called Dr. Joe Duich, a recognized turf
expert at Pennsylvania State University, for
his thoughts on the matter. He offered two
solutions. The first was to drill holes six
inches deep, four inches apart with a hand
drill. While such a practice might be moder-
ately impractical for a golf green, Duich real-
ized it was highly impractical for a football
field. His second answer was to try a deep
aerifier that I had experimented with years
before ..
First, the device had to be built. It consists
of two slicing components that remove a
slice of soil six inches deep. The slices are
one-half-inch wide and can be spaced one
or two feet apart.

While the deep aerifier was being con-
structed, Dale took an opportunity to have
the field sand-injected. This procedure opens
a slot in the soil, without removing soil, and
injects sand into the void to form a drainage
channel. A patented machine developed in
England injects sand almost nine inches
deep in rows 20 inches apart. The sand-
injection process reopened the top six inches
of soil with the sand below.

When the deep aer:ifier was completed,
we named it the "Verti-Groove." In 1984,
Dale used the Verti-Groove to open up the
soil in two directions. We estimated that 20
tons of soil and old roots were brought to
the surface. The process was repeated three
times in 1985 in March, April and May.
Removing root-bound soils down to the six-
inch level opened up the soil to the air so
old roots could decay properly. Conventional
surface aeration was continued as before.

The soil profile of the Orange Bowl has
improved dramatically. Thin thatch layers,
sandwiched between applications of top-
dressing, have been eliminated. The top-

dressing serves to smooth the surface, an
important factor in sports fields. With each
topdressing a small amount of thatch is co-
vered up and potential problems with layer-
ing can be avoided with both surface and
deep aerification.

Ransomes distributors are taking deliv-
ery of the first Verti-Groove units this winter.
There are no moving parts. It is not intended
to replace surface aerification, but when
used in conjunction with them, it can cor-
rect subsurface compaction caused by sur-
face aerifier tines.

Another problem Dale and I have been
looking at very closely is airborne soil pol-

lution. We have known for years that a great
deal of fine particles suspended in the air
settle on turf as fallout. These pollutants,
especially in metropolitan areas, consist of
extremely fine particles of mineral and or-
ganic matter. Greasy substances, proba-
bly derived from jet fuels and automobiles,
are also present. Dew or water falling on
the turf washes the particles into the soil,
where they clog pore spaces.

The full effects of airborne soil pollution
are not understood and research is need-
ed, especially for urban stadium fields. For
now, a combination of surface and deep aer-
ification can keep the problem under control.

PARTAC®
GOLF COURSE

TOP-DRESSING
BOTH

AVAILABLE IN
BULK OR BAGS

CAll TOll FREE:
1-800-247-BEAM

IN N.J.
201-637-4191

THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHO'CE
. .. SINCE 1922

BEAM CLAY IS THE RED
BASEBALL MIX USED BY

PROFESSIONAL TEAMS ACROSS
THE U.S.A. AND CANADA.

SPECIAL MIXES FOR PITCHER'S
MOUNDS, HOMEPLATE AREAS

& WARNING TRACKS.
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PARTAC PEAT
CORPORATION

KELSEY PARK
GREAT MEADOWS,N.j.

07838

~\~~,~\!lMAi&I~I t I Y/lA\lIft/#f'IJf(ilJl
AMERICA'S PREMIUM

TOp·DRESSING
HEAT TREATED

CONTROL THATCH,
PROMOTE HEALTHY TU RF

& SMOOTH PLAYING SURFACES

The Ultimate Protection For Lakes And Ponds

_SAND OR FINE
GRAIN SOIL COVER
OVER MEMBRANE -, ---::-r--~'il'ri~~"

H. D. P. E. LAKE SEALING & EROSION DETAIL
N.T.S

\/ Provides a permanent impervious membrane liner with an erosion control mat.
\/ The most U.V. and chemical resistant material available for water conservation

and erosion control.
\/ Eliminate costly and unsitely concrete, shotcrete or riprap,

v' Cost savings of 40% over conventional lake sealing and erosion methods.

The successful use of this synthetic membrane liner in a variety of water conservation control
applications for more than 20 years has gained Flexalon's Membranes an enviable reputation

for stability and durability.

FLEXALON EROLI NER ™
Flexalon Inc.

P.O. Box 12810 • San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
(805) 541-2206
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MOTOROLA.
Your Source

or Control Of ..
D IRRIGATION
D PUMPS
D LIGHTS
D SECURITY

... Is ow A Rea ity.
You can control all of the above
plus many other functions through a
Central Computer from one or as
many locations as you choose.

MOTOROLA
ELECTRONIC COMMAND & CONTROL SYSTEMS
4930 EAST YALE AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93727 • (209) 454·0551

For detailed information contact us today.

SUPPORT SERVICES

Wherever Motorola sells, our product is
backed by service. In the U.S., we have 900
authorized or company-owned centers. In
addition, our products are serviced through-
out the world by a wide network of company
or authorized independent distributor serv-

Motorola and (ji.;j are registered ice organizations.
trademarks of ~otorola. Inc.

MOTOROLA
ELECTRONIC COMMAND & CONTROL SYSTEMS
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Ron Sinnock, Certified
GCSAA, Coosa Country
Club, Rome, Georgia ..
. . likes the season-long
nitrogen feeding from
RegalStar.

Dick Schultz, Certified
GCSAA, Atlanta Country
Club ... checks his 100%
RegalStar results.

Knotweed, Spotted Spurge, and
Chickweed, are three noxious annual
weeds that other herbicides commonly
fail to control. But where others fail,
RegalStar succeeds ...
1000/0 weed-free tu rf is the
standard result, not possible

with herbicides that fail to control
all the weeds. Just one application lasts

all season. You too can get these
results. It all comes from the synergism

of RONSTAR®\ NITROFORM®2,
and BALAN®3.

'RONSTARfl> is a registered trademark of Rhone Poulenc, Inc.
2NITROFORM411(Nitrogen) is a registered trademark of BFC Chemicals, Inc.
3BALAN411is a registered trademark of Elanco Products Company. For the Best Herbicides
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REGAL CHEMICAL COMPANY
P.O. Box 900

Alpharetta, GA 30201
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PGMS JOINS ALCA GROUP FOR GREEN TEAM EXHIBITION

The Professional Grounds Management
Society (PGMS) and the Landscape
Management Division of the Associ-

ated Landscape Contractors of America (AL-
CA) will each have their annual meetings
Nov. 9-12 at the Marc Plaza Hotel, Milwau-
kee, WI. For the first time they will hold a
joint trade show, the Green Team Exhibi-
tion, in conjunction with the meetings.

der, PGMS executive director, and Terry
Peters, executive director of the ALCA Land-
scape Division.

The focus of the Green Team Exhibition
will be on equipment and machinery main-
tenance. It will be held at the Milwaukee
Exposition and Convention Center and Are-
na (MECCA) Nov. 11 and 12, with a field-
day demonstration of equipment planned
for Nov. 13.

In addition, there will be separate but con-
current PGMS and ALCA educational ses-
sions featuring top experts in their respective
fields.

Cooperating on arrangements for the Mil-
waukee events are Clarence Davids, presi-
dent of PGMS; Richard Akerman, chairman
of the ALCA Landscape Division; Allan Shul-

30 sJ}orfsTURF

These sessions will be held at the Marc Pla-
za Hotel Nov. 9-13.

The PGMS sessions will showcase the
following speakers:
• George Wright, management expert, will
speak on "Leadership Needs in 1986."

.• William Bedrossian of Service Master In-
dustries will discuss "Training: A Manage-
ment Tool for Effective Operations."
• Professor Edward R. Hasselkus of the
University of Wisconsin will talk about "Hardy
Landscape Plants."
• Richard Jack of Athens, GA, an attorney
who owned a landscape maintenance com-
pany for seven years, will cover "Legal Lia-
bility and Solutions."
• Dr. Alex Shigo, nationally known expert
on tree wounds and pruning, will speak on
"Tree Care."
• George Koziarz, a top authority on bus-
iness, will provide pointers on "Financial
Management."

The ALCA Landscape Management Di-
vision will feature the following speakers in
its educational sessions:
• Ed Forman, president of Executive De-
velopment Systems, Dallas, TX, will reveal
how to relax and live longer, and how to
control one's environment. His topic is "Make
Every Day a Great Day."
• Dr. Adlore Shaudier of the Runzheimer
Institute, Rochester, WI, will give advice on
"Controlling Company Costs."
• A panel of leading landscape manage-
ment contractors will share their experiences
on "Controlling Parts Inventory and After-
market Parts."
• Ron Turley, a private consultant in Phoe-
nix, AZ, will make three presentations, one
each day: "Shop and Garage Management
Techniques for Entrepreneurs," "Preventive
Management Programs" and "Tools and
Productivity."
• Akerman will give pointers on "Controll-
ing Equipment Abuse and Tool Loss."
• Tom Garber of Colorado Landscape En-
terprises, Denver, CO, will deal with "Fighting
Snow and Ice."
• A panel discussion featuring speakers
from both the PGMS and ALCA educational
conferences will cover the topic, "All You
Need To Know About Sports Turf,"
• Arnie Siet of the Bruce Company, Racine,
WI, will talk about "Other Opportunities
Related to Landscape Management."
• There will then be an opportunity to "re-
lax around the table" and discuss in depth
some of the topics that have been brought
up during the seminar, with a panel drawn
from the ranks of private contractors, govern-
ment agencies, hospitals, universities and
institutions, as well as shopping centers,
condos and others. .

For further information contact either
PGMS National Headquarters at 3701 Old
Court Rd., Suite 15, Pikesville, MD 21208;
(301) 653-2742 or the Landscape Manage-
ment Division of ALCA at 405 N. Washington
St., Falls Church, VA 22046; (704) 241-4004.


